Department of Taxes Initial Analysis of Homestead Exemption for Vermont Tax Structure Commission
The Vermont Tax Structure Commission asked the Department of Taxes to 1) analyze what level of homestead exemption could
be paid for by the current Property Tax Credit system, and 2) what would be the breakdown of winners and losers by income
and property value of such a homestead exemption relative to the current system.
The following analysis from the Dept. of Taxes shows the impact on education property taxpayers of a basic homestead
exemption. Funneling the entire $165.8M of education property tax income sensitivity (the regular property tax credit plus the
education part of the circuit breaker) would allow for either a $65,000 homestead exemption for all homesteads or,
alternatively, for a $60,000 exemption for everyone plus $10,000 per senior (up to two).
While a property tax with a basic homestead exemption, but no circuit breaker, would be more progressive than a pure property
tax – and more progressive than many states – it would be less progressive (with respect to income) than current law. If the
goal is to make it more progressive, a circuit breaker could be added. There are at least three broad ways to do so:
1) Pay for a circuit breaker by reducing the exemption value - Depending on levels and caps, this would lower the tax burden for
income-qualifying taxpayers and slightly increase it for everyone else, but high-income taxpayers would still be better off than
in current system.
2) Pay for a circuit breaker by phasing out the exemption at a certain income level – This would lower the tax burden for incomequalifying taxpayers and increase it for everyone above the phase-out level, with non-qualifying high-income taxpayers having
the same tax burden as those in the current system who don’t qualify for Property Tax Credits.
3) Pay for a circuit breaker with an income tax increase – This would lower the tax burden for income-qualifying taxpayers and
increase it for taxpayers with income levels that are subjected to the income tax. It would also serve to shift the overall tax
structure away from property taxes and more heavily toward income taxes.
Future analyses could explore any of these options. At a high level, it can be expected that either the second or third approach
could be used to essentially neutralize any differences in progressivity with respect to income. The most significant difference
would be that people with modest homestead values would tend to fare better with a homestead exemption, while owners of
high-value homesteads would tend to fare better in our current system. The extent of such differences would depend on the
details of any proposal.
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Note: When JFO and Tax look at a household’s education property tax liability, the analyses usually apply the credit the household receives in the
following year against the tax liability of the year being analyzed. This is because of the “lag” in the system. The credit a household gets in one
year is actually based on the taxes paid in the prior property tax year (and their income from the prior calendar year). In other words, that credit
sets their prior year liability to what it “should” be based on income sensitivity and the law. This analysis deviates from that practice for three
reasons:
• Taxpayers respond to their net taxes due in any given year.
• If the state transitioned to an exemption, the relevant question would be: how do taxpayers’ new liabilities compare to current law?
• The adjustment file for FY21 (which is what we would normally apply to FY20) is currently incomplete.
Even if FY21 credits were to be used, the result would be nearly identical to the above.
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Follow-up Analysis:
Breakout of Winners and Losers by Income/Homestead Value Bracket and Number of Seniors in Household
The following three tables are subsets of the table on Page 3 which 1) show the number of winners and losers in each cell and 2) breaks out the
households by the number of seniors in each household (0,1,2+).
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Notes relevant to last three tables:
1) There seems to be two main reasons for variance within cells. The first reason is generally because of the broad range of incomes and property values
within each bucket (and the fact that the first row crosses the current law $47K cliff and the second row crosses the current law $90K cliff) and also
the fairly broad range of tax rates across Vermont towns. The second reason is that there are currently households whose property tax credit claim is
denied for one reason or another. This latter reason explains the cells where there are winners where it would seem to be impossible.
2) The total number of households shown in the last three tables do not sum to the total on page 3 as ~630 households were excluded because they
have multiple households on the same SPAN (one reason would be co-housing) and would require a more complex analysis.
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